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SEA OTTER Discovery Journal:

Materials:
- Paper: lined, unlined or Both!
- Printer and printer paper - optional if you want to print journal directly.
- Pencil, And Colored Pencils or Pens
- Videos or Slideshows about Sea Otters (see CMA website)*
- Your Curiosity!
- Reference photos Provided on last page of Journal*

OVERVIEW:
What would you like to learn about sea otters? What do you already know? What are
questions that arise from watching or looking at videos/Photos of Sea otters and their



behavior, habitat, or Physiology (Body Shape and adaptations)? We will use Journaling
prompts to explore our questions and Ideas, making some sketches along the way!

Sketch a Sea Otter:
what do you notice that seems unique about the body, shape, hands, back legs, tail, mouth
Of a Sea Otter?  You can do a very simple sketch or more detailed, it’s up to you. Label your
sketch with important information that perhaps your sketch hints at, or it’s hard to
capture in drawing. And Make note of your observations and Discoveries while looking
more closely at the Otter. Use this space or your own journal paper:



ZOOM-IN:

Pick an area of feature to focus on Maybe it’s that interesting Mouth or front arms. Maybe
it’s their eyes, or head. Pick an area of feature to ZOOM-IN and sketch in more detail, make
notes and describe. Also, remember to note your questions, What you wonder, or what you
notice during your sketch.  Sketch in your Journal or use the space here:

FEEDING:

Watch a Video or Photo series of a Sea Otter Feeding. What do you notice? Describe and
Sketch what you notice here and write down questions or Ideas you have:



Sketch a Favorite Sea Otter Food:

What foods Was the Otter Eating? Pick one animal / Food and describe that animal better:
did it have spikes, a hard shell? How did the Otter Get its food and get around the Prey
Animals protection. Sketch and describe that PRey Animal here:



Habitat Role:

The Kelp forest is an important place for Many Animals. Why is the Sea Otter an Apex
Predator?  Can you describe in detail the behaviors and Qualities, the effect of the Sea Otter
on its environment that make it an apex predator?  You might also sketch a Sea Otter Food
chain and label and describe your drawing.

What are some perceived problems that you can imagine if you remove this apex predator
from a Kelp Forest habitat or region?



LEARNING MORE by Asking QUESTIONS:

IS there anything else you’d like to learn, understand or investigate further? Make a list
of ideas and questions You May have as a result of your Journal and Observation. You can
also make notes about possible evidence or ideAs that Explain some aspects of your
questions.

1.)

2.)

3.)

4.)

5.)

* Find Reference Photos on the next Page
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